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Module Content

The dissertation may be compared to the ‘masterpiece’, the work traditionally completed by
an apprentice when she/he completed training and became a master. It is a demonstration of
the skills learnt during a degree and a chance to consolidate and build upon those skills. It
also provides a student with a piece of work which can be shown to future employers as a
demonstration of literacy, problem-solving and communication skills.

The dissertation allows the student to work largely independently on an area of archaeology
or palaeoecology which interests him or her. The project will  often involve collecting and
analyzing  primary  data.  Normally,  the  material  has  either  never  been  published  or  the
student brings analytical  techniques to bear  on it  which have not  been used before.  An
archaeologically-focused dissertation may consist of recording one complex site, or a group
of  simpler  ones,  or  undertaking  a  similar  examination  on  one  or  more  artefacts.  A
palaeoecology-focused dissertation may involve sampling and analyzing environmental proxy
data  such  as  pollen  or  stable  isotopes  or  investigating  chronological  problems.  The
dissertation can also involve discussion and critical  evaluation of an idea or set of ideas,
rather than the collection and analysis of raw data per se.  Dissertations are judged by their
definition of the problem, selection of material for study and the questions asked. They are
not judged so much by their success in finding answers. 

Students usually choose a subject in the second semester of second year and gather the
information for it, either in the field, a museum or a library, during the following summer. By
September at the beginning of L3 you should have a sufficient amount of data collected or
samples processed and ready for analysis. During the third year the material is analysed, and
then written up, preparing the appropriate illustrations after Christmas in time to present it
at the end of April, or early May. A timetable is appended below.

You may wish to look at dissertation from previous years to see the scope of subjects and the
type of work. Copies of past dissertations are held by the School Office. 

The dissertation counts for the equivalent of two modules and, because the Level 3 modules
are to be weighted as 60% of the BA/BSc degree mark, it amounts to 20% of the final degree
mark. For Msci  students,  Level  3 modules are weighted at 30% of the degree mark, and
therefore the dissertation amounts to 10% of the final degree mark.
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Learning outcomes

 Time management of a project over an extended period
 Experience of direct contact with original material 
 The practical application of learnt skills in a ‘real-world’ environment
 An understanding  of  the  relationship  of  a  piece  of  research  in  the  context  of  other

information on the area or period
 An  in-depth  understanding  of  the  development  of  the  growth  of  archaeological  or

palaeoecological thought through reading a substantial body of past literature on a topic.

Skills taught

 Planning and completing a research topic within a given time scale 
 Appreciation of the practical difficulties of data-gathering 
 Selection  and  application  of  the  appropriate  specific  techniques  of  analysis  to  the

material 
 Understanding of the way data-gathering relates to the later analysis and conclusions 
 Various specific skills according to the subject of the dissertation chosen.

A dissertation is essential preparation for students intending to go on to study for a masters
or a research degree.

Requirements for dissertation

At  a  basic  level  a  dissertation  should  demonstrate  the  ability  to  collect  and  synthesize
information,  whether  in  the  field  or  through  the  study  of  artefacts/ecofacts  or
palaeoenvironmental data, or by the study of previously published information. Beyond this,
a  good  dissertation  will  show  an  ability  to  use  that  information  critically  to  draw  new
conclusions or offer novel arguments about the subject. 

Your dissertation must be presented typed and bound, on A4 paper. Its length should be
between 10,000 and 15,000 words (counting the main text only and excluding the table of
contents,  list  of  figures,  figure/tables  and  their  captions,  bibliography,  copyright/resume
forms, risk assessment forms, acknowledgments and appendices).  Note that dissertations
that extend beyond the word limit  will  be penalized  (see below).  Text  must  be printed
single-sided, at least 1½ line spacing and in size 12 font. You must present one bound copy
which will be kept by the School and one softbound which may be collected by you after the
results are known.  Details of the requirements for binding are sent to students each year
during  the  second  term.  An electronic  copy  of  the  entire  dissertation (incl.  appendices)
should also be submitted to Turnitin (Class ID 3225548, password APdiss1617). 

The detailed specifications for layout, references, verbatim quotations, plagiarism, reference
lists and captions are as for Semester Papers. In addition, a dissertation must contain at the
front  a  title  page,  a  contents  list  (giving  a  list  of  chapters  and  of  appendices  where
appropriate)  and  a  list  of  illustrations,  and  must  contain  a  section  acknowledging  all
significant help you have received.
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You must bind in as the first sheet, a copy of the School's dissertation title page, completed
preferably in typescript. As the second sheet, you must bind in a copy of the dissertation
abstract and copyright sheet (available from the module resource page on QOL) completed
preferably in typescript. 

The  bibliography must  contain  references  to  all  items cited in  the text  or  as  sources  of
illustrations,  and  all  items  listed  must  be  referred  to  within  the  dissertation.  This  must
conform to the Harvard System. In-text citations must have page numbers where possible.

Where the student has included large quantities of data, it may be appropriate to include
them on a CD-ROM bound into the dissertation, rather than to print out all the results. The
student should discuss this with his/her supervisor. 

What is a dissertation?

A dissertation is a substantial piece of independent research, undertaken with guidance from
your supervisor. In many cases, the project will involve the collection of original data, or the
synthesis of previously available data in a new way. ‘Data’ here can refer to observations
made on sites, artefacts, or ecofacts. The dissertation may also involve the development or
evaluation of a more theoretical position in archaeology or palaeoecology. In either case, the
dissertation should address a question and gather data (using the term in its widest sense)
aimed at answering that question. 

Students  often  think  that  we  expect  a  dissertation  to  solve  problems  and  to  answer
questions raised in the course of studying the evidence and that we judge it on this basis. In
fact, we are much more interested in which questions a student had in mind when examining
the  evidence,  and  whether  you  have  asked  legitimate  questions  and  then  sought  the
evidence (data,  material)  which can reasonably be expected to bear on these questions.
Whether you succeed in finding the answers is  secondary:  travelling intelligently is rated
higher than arriving.  Where you have raised problems which you have not been able to
resolve, or asked questions you have not been able to answer, we shall look to see whether
you suggest further work (in study or lab or in the field) which would mend these gaps.

In the dissertation, you are expected to:

 identify problems and ask legitimate questions;
 gather primary evidence (unpublished or published);
 present and document the relevant evidence;
 discuss and analyse the evidence;
 draw conclusions from the evidence and from your analysis of it.

It  follows  that  one  of  the  most  important  parts  of  the  dissertation  is  the  statement  of
questions you are seeking to answer, which should be set out clearly in the first chapter. The
methods should explain how you will address these questions. It is important to refer back to
these questions in the conclusion, when you explain how far you have addressed the issues
you raised, and if you have not answered the questions, why not.
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Supervisors

Supervisors normally supervise no more than two-three students and these are chosen on a
first-come first-served basis. You must agree a subject with your supervisor, and ensure that
they will  supervise you by early  May of  Level  2 and turn in the signed formed to show
agreement. It is helpful if you have some idea of the field you are interested in studying. You
may be given help with working it up into an acceptable form. By the end of the semester,
students  will  agree  with  their  supervisor  to  complete  a  certain  level  of  work  over  the
summer period.

By week 1 of Semester 1, Level 3, students will be required to send their supervisor a short
written  report  outlining  their  progress  to  date  and  whether  or  not  they  have  met  the
objectives set for them at the start of the summer break. Students will then meet with the
supervisor, show them the work that has been done, and the supervisor will assess whether
or  not  sufficient  progress  has  been  made  to  allow  the  student  continue  on  to  do  the
dissertation. If progress is satisfactory, the supervisor and student will agree the task to be
done by the next meeting. You should expect to sign a form confirming the decisions taken at
the meeting, including work to be done by the next meeting and its date.

There are  no specific  requirements  for  the numbers  of  supervisory  meetings  to be had.
However we recommend to be in regular contact and to meet at least every two weeks in
semesters  1  and  2.  It  is  the  responsibility  of  the  student  to  maintain  contact  with  the
supervisor.

Choosing a topic

Before you start work, you must agree with your supervisor (a) the topic you will study; (b)
the primary evidence you will gather and/or the approach you will take to the topic; and (c)
the collections you will analyse and/or the places you will visit, if applicable. The supervisor
will  recommend suitable reading or laboratory work which will help you prepare for your
study. If you wish to get the most out of the experience, and to achieve the best mark for the
dissertation, you must see your supervisor regularly at all stages and seek advice. It is your
responsibility to let your supervisor know if you are having any problems with the research.
The supervisor will complete a form recording what you have done and will do by the next
meeting. 

Archaeology/Palaeoecology students are not allowed to work alone in the field unless they
are in officially accessible public areas (e.g. visiting an attended NIEA monument or working
in a museum/library) and undertaking a non-hazardous activity (e.g. photography, drawing).
Supervisors are best able to assess this.

Please  be  fully  aware  of  safety  implications  of  your  dissertation  and  READ  the  Safety
Handbook  issued  by  the  School. You  must  complete  a  risk  assessment  form before
undertaking fieldwork or laboratory work.  Also be aware that if there are ethical issues of
any kind (interviewing  people,  working  in  environmentally  sensitive area,  etc.)  you  must
complete an ethics checklist which must be reviewed by your supervisor and an independent
member of academic staff before you start the work.  
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Timetable

The supervisor will wish to make sure that the topic is viable and you will need to agree a
timetable of work with her/him before the Summer vacation. Fieldwork, museum work or
library work should be undertaken in the summer vacation. It is not a good idea to leave it to
the autumn term. During the first week of the autumn term you should give your supervisor
a one page summary of the data collection undertaken in the summer and, if applicable, field
(or laboratory or museum) notes you have taken, such as filled-in pro-forma sheets or other
data. You should meet with your supervisor before the end of the second week to be sure
you are making sufficient progress to continue with the dissertation module.  During both
semesters of this academic year, you must meet your supervisor regularly.  

By the first week of March, if not before, you must provide a full first draft of the whole
dissertation text. You must show how it will need to be illustrated, and what illustrations you
have, though these may well not be finished at that stage. This will allow your supervisor to
read it and return it in time for you to respond to any suggestions. 

The second semester, before April, you should spend mainly on presentation, with the bulk
of the analysis done. This means getting the English of the text correct and proof-reading it.
Pay attention to the illustrations, and make sure that they and the text agree (make sure all
figures and tables have appropriate captions, and that they are referred to within the text, to
draw the reader’s  attention to  them at  the appropriate  points).  The references  and the
bibliography must be prepared properly in the Harvard System.

To help students prepare their dissertations, three workshops have been scheduled during
term time. Further details of these workshops will be provided in the final version of this
module guide, available at the start of term. 

The dissertation must be submitted to the Geography/ArcPal  Office during the two week
period from Wednesday 26th April to 3.30 pm Wednesday 10th May, 2017. However, it is
unwise to plan to submit on 10th May because that allows for no last-minute problems, such
as minor illness, problems with printers or with binding. The penalty for late submission is
severe: 5% per workday beyond 10th May. Any dissertation submitted one week after the
deadline is not marked.
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Timetable

April-May 2016 Approach a supervisor and agree a subject for dissertation
1 May 2016 Dissertation Registration Form (title and supervisor) due
May 2016 Proposed project presented in GAP2043 
Before starting field 
work

Fill out Risk Assessment Form 

If ethics 
considerations 
needed

Fill in Ethics form with supervisor, independent assessment 
applicable. Return form to module coordinator to present to 
Ethics Committee for approval before undertaking work. You will
be notified if your topic requires Ethics considerations

Before summer 2016 Agree objectives with supervisor for summer work
Summer 2016 Read background literature and collect data 
Week 1 of semester 1 Submit 1 page report of summer work to supervisor and if 

applicable, field (or laboratory or museum) notes you have 
taken

Week 2 of semester 1 Meet with supervisor to determine if sufficient progress has 
been made to continue. Progress form to be completed and 
signed by supervisor and student

Fri 14 Oct, 2-3pm Dissertation Workshop 1: expectations. Venue: 42FS/0G/043
Autumn 2016 Analyse data and start drafting text. Submit drafted sections to 

supervisor 
Fri 2 Dec, 2-3pm Dissertation Workshop 2: writing and referencing. 

Venue: 42FS/0G/043
Jan.-Feb. 2017 Complete analysis and write-up results
Fri 17 Feb, 12-1pm Dissertation Workshop 3: formatting the dissertation. 

Venue: Geog/0G/043
March 2017 Complete illustrations/diagrams. Submit full draft to supervisor
April 2017 Finalize text, check bibliography. Proof read, complete prelims 

(list of contents, illustrations, title page etc), print, bind
10 May 2017 Submit dissertation to School Office

Assessment

When  it  comes  to  assessing  a  dissertation,  staff  look  for  a  number  of  things.  The  first
question will be on the topic and the amount of work done. Has the student defined the area
of the dissertation clearly and then done enough work to meet the expectations that the
area  is  covered?  If  she/he  has  sampled  within  the  total  volume  of  sites,  artefacts  or
palaeoenvironmental material, was that done according to a reasonable procedure? Is the
simple volume of work in the whole dissertation a reasonable equivalent of the work of two
modules? You get few points for embarking on what was clearly going to be the subject of a
masters or PhD.

Secondly, we look at the means used to analyse the material. Was it reasonable to think that
the means chosen would give results which could be used to lead to a conclusion? Did the
student carry out the procedures properly, so that the results would emerge clearly? Do the
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stated observations lead us to the conclusions stated? Are there conclusions which could be
made omitted? 

Thirdly has the student shown that he/she has understood the points at issue in the material
studied in the dissertation? If there were conclusions from the study, what do they mean? If
no clear results emerged, why might this be? Can they suggest a procedure which would get
results if the work was done again? 

As a rule, just doing the amount of work expected (‘infantry points’ in our jargon) gets you to
a II.2; an inadequate amount will get a III. Clear exposition of the data and analysis gets a II.1,
while if we feel that this is as good as we could reasonably expect, then it must get a I. A
dissertation which is capable of being published more or less as it stands would get a I. That
is what you should aim for. 

If the topic is a very straightforward one, for example, the dissertation really consisted simply
of surveying a single-period site of a well-known type in an area where such sites are to be
expected, then it may be open to the criticism that there should be more discussion. The
formal marking criteria are given below.

The procedure for assessment is as follows. The supervisor reads the dissertation and draws
attention to the difficulties of the subject, how much help the student received, mistakes in it
or credit due, which might not be apparent to a non-specialist. He/she does not reveal the
mark given at this stage. The dissertation is then given to a second examiner to read in turn.
She/he also prepares a written report. Finally, the two meet, reveal their marks and consider
jointly the final mark to be awarded. They complete a joint report explaining how they have
reached their decision. If the two markers cannot agree a mark, the module co-ordinator will
send  the  dissertation  to  a  third  marker,  who  will  take  on  board  the  comments  of  the
supervisor and second examiner, and who will decide on a final mark for the dissertation. 

The external examiner will read an electronic copy sent to him/her, which is compared with
the internal mark at the External’s visit. The role of the external examiner is to ensure that
the marks given are broadly in line with standards at other universities. 

A copy of the dissertation marking form is available at the module resource page on QOL.

Length

The word limit  for  dissertations will  be stringently  enforced and you will  be required to
declare the length of your dissertation (excluding bibliography, Figures/Tables, captions and
appendices). If you exceed the maximum number of words (15,000), you will lose 5% per
thousand words or per part of a thousand words in excess. Thus, a dissertation of 15,100
words loses 5% and that of 16,100 words loses 10% and so on. There is no minimum word
count but a suggested minimum length of 10,000 words.
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FORMAL ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

The conceptual equivalents scale used by Queen’s does not explicitly address the question of
dissertation  and  projects,  but  the  descriptors  provide  general  guidance  and  have  been
incorporated into the criteria below.

First - 73-100%
The minimum standard to be accepted for a first-class mark is that some aspects of the work
are of a standard fit for publication. This might mean that the student has carried out a
project along established lines of methodology but with an exceptional thoroughness and
standard of presentation. Alternatively, the student might have opened up aspects of the
study  not  considered before,  either  in  ideas  or  in  techniques used to analyse the  data;
mastery and appropriate use of a difficult skill is included here. A mark of 73% would be
appropriate for either of these dissertations. If these two approaches are combined, the First
is to be considered a high one, with a mark of 80% appropriate.

Dissertations marked 90% are expected to show a high level of critical analysis and a very
thorough coverage of the subject, including an understanding of how the work contributes to
the current state-of-knowledge in the wider area of knowledge. Dissertations marked 80%
should show an exceptional thoroughness, mastery of the data and a significant degree of
analysis.  Dissertations  marked  73%  would  show,  either  exceptional  thoroughness,  or
substantial originality having opened up aspects of the subject not previously considered.

Upper Second -  60-69%
The minimum standard to be accepted for a II.1 is that the student should have advanced the
state of knowledge, in that a member of the teaching staff could imagine using one or more
parts of the dissertation (e.g. a basic checklist or distribution map) in research or teaching.
The difference between this and the uncritical accumulation of data (points for effort) which
would be considered as the hallmark of a II.2 is that there the student may have defined a
question and gathered data which should in some way be used to answer it. Above this, a
good  II.1  may  be  recognized  by  the  consistent  quality  of  organization,  argument  (using
balanced and critical judgement), style and presentation. Much of the originality of approach
may have come from the supervisor, although followed up by the student. An attempt may
have been made to put the project in to its archaeological or palaeoecological context. It will,
however, lack the excellent and thorough work or the originality of ideas or techniques of a
First.

Dissertations  awarded  68%  should  be  comprehensive  in  scope,  or show  considerable
originality in thought or approach. A dissertation with both these qualities is likely to be first
class.  65% is  a  mark  appropriate  for  thorough dissertations which have some degree of
originality and have gathered considerable data. 62% is for dissertations which are broad in
their scope of data, and show an ability to synthesize the data and draw conclusions.

Lower Second -  50-59%
II.2 dissertations may show some of the following features. A good II.2 will approach, but
miss, the clarity and definition of a II.1. The minimum standard to be acceptable must be that
the  student  has  done  the  quantity  of  work  considered  adequate  for  a  double  module.
Beyond  this,  it  may  provide  limited  evidence  of  organizing  or  analysing  the  data  or
understanding of the strength, weakness and appropriateness of any method used to analyse
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it. It may be that, in spite of the hours put in, there may be significant areas missed, because
of an unclear focus on what is useful. There may be factual errors in the work and examples
of relevant pieces of evidence contained in tables, diagrams, etc. not referred to in the text,
or misinterpreted. Presentation may reflect the problems in organizing the research. There
may be little evidence presented of the archaeological or palaeoecological implications of the
project.

A high lower-second-class dissertation (58%) may show considerable thoroughness, and may
have  attempted  an  analysis  of  the  data,  but  will  have  not  been  entirely  successful  or
comprehensive. A mid lower-second-class dissertation (55%) may show diligence in collecting
data and a knowledge of the issues, but will have missed some important points, or have
misinterpreted or under-interpreted the data. A poor lower-second-class dissertation (52%)
may have made a reasonable attempt at data collection, though it may have missed some
material. It will lack focus and the analysis will be incomplete or inadequate with a number
of major points either omitted or misunderstood.

Third - 40-49%
A III is defined by all or some of the following. The student will have done some work on the
collection of the primary data for a dissertation, but not enough to be reasonably considered
as occupying the effort appropriate to a double module. The material for the dissertation
may have been visited (in a fieldwork topic) or looked at (in an artefacts or ecofacts one) but
the standard of recording used may be inadequate as a basic record. There will be little or no
attempt at analysis. There may be some reading done independent of the supervisor, but
each item may be simply summarized rather than the student attempting to combine the
pieces into a single narrative. The presentation may be bad, with a low standard of English
and little or no sign of systematic organization.

A high third-class dissertation (48%) shows some effort in collecting data and a basic attempt
at its interpretation, but, while it falls short of completeness, it shows a fair understanding of
the  issues.  A  mid  third-class  dissertation  (45%)  has  demonstrated  only  a  little  effort  in
collecting data and makes a bare effort at its interpretation. A poor third-class dissertation
(42%) will have major omissions in the data and will make little effort to interpret it.

Fail - not research
A Fail mark will be given when there is little or no evidence of the student gathering his/her
own data to study for the dissertation or understanding of what constitutes independent
research. There will be little or no evidence that the student made any systematic attempt to
gather original data concerned in any way useful to a research project. Such reading used
may have been done from a reading list supplied by the supervisor, with few or no significant
additions. The dissertation could be taken for an extended essay done as part of a taught
module.
 
Marginal fail  (35%) will  have some major inaccuracies and while making a slight effort to
gather data has done so in an inadequate manner. Weak fail (25%) will have gathered little
original data and shows little understanding of the issues. Poor fail (15%) will show only the
vaguest idea of the subject and has little or no data with no significant analysis.

A dissertation with nothing of merit (0%) will have gathered no data and the analysis will
either be absence or contain significant inaccuracies.
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